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GARAGES
Special policies are provided by motor insurers for dealing
with motor garages which are operated as a separate trade, and
their consideration, therefore, is outside the scope of this book.
There are, however, garages attached to hotels, sports grounds,
and similar undertakings, where the facilities provided are con-
fined to parking space and, possibly, the supply of petrol. In
such instances, the risk varies with the size of the car park, and
the precautions which are taken for the safety of cars, not only
in relation to damage risks while they are being brought into
or taken away from the premises, but also as regards their safety
from theft. It is reasonable to expect receipts to be given for
vehicles parked and for those receipts to be returned to the
attendant in charge of the car park before the vehicles are
allowed to leave the premises. The experience of the atten-
dants and the precautions to be taken, as stipulated by the
owners, are material in gauging the risk. Indemnities given to
car park proprietors do not normally include the risks of fire
and explosion, which, except for open car parks, would be the
subject of a separate fire policy. Premiums are usually charged
upon the number of cars accommodated at any one time, the
capacity of the premises expressed in car values, or upon the
takings and/or wages paid.
GAS CYLINDER MANUFACTORERS AND SUPPLIERS
Many gases such as butane, carbon dioxide, oxygen, propane,
and nitrous oxide (" laughing " gas) are sold to the public in
cylinders under pressure. Any commodity sold in this form
must involve a risk of accident through some defect in the con-
tainer which may be inherent in its construction, or which may
result from ill-treatment, or even from wear and tear. Claims
as the result of such occurrences would in the first instance
generally be against the supplier from whom the cylinder con-
taining the gas was purchased and it is usual for such suppliers
to require insurance in respect of their liabilities for injury or
damage. Frequently, the retailer will seek an indemnity from
the manufacturers of the gas from whom he obtained the cylin-
ders and sometimes both the gas manufacturers and the makers
of the cylinders will seek insurance. Much depends upon the
gases concerned, but in the light of the proposer's past claims
experience a rate is generally fixed on the basis of an estimate
of the number of cylinders to be handled in the year, subject
to subsequent adjustment.

